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Software Details: Compatibility: Supported Nokia Models: Supported Languages: Supported Platforms: User Interface (UI): Data Recovery (data recovery): If you have any problems, contact us via this email:onlinerepair @ gmail dot com This is an excellent program August 16, 2015 Verified Purchase I found this software to be very helpful. I could repair many of
my phone's problems just by running this program. By Matt Stuart Answers: August 27, 2015 Matt, Thanks so much for your kind review. It is always nice to know that people are so pleased with our Nokia Software Recovery Tool and we definitely appreciate it. July 25, 2015 Verified Purchase i need help to repair my phone my old phone has no built in memory
and cpu By Adrei Answers: July 26, 2015 Adrei, Thank you for your review and your patience. Our Nokia Software Recovery Tool is a part of our phone recovery kit and it will help you to get rid of the issues, e.g. restore programs or software data to your phone. July 29, 2015 Verified Purchase July 29, 2015 Answers: August 4, 2015 Jalal, Thank you for your review.
We are glad that you like our Nokia Software Recovery Tool and we sure that you will able to fix your phone's issues with this tool. The information supplied here is not a part of the product warranty. Nokia Inc guarantees that the Nokia software recovery tool can only be used on Nokia mobile phones and Nokia CE is not and can not be connected to other mobile
device operating systems and chargers. The Nokia CE software recovery tool uses the appropriate Nokia mobile charging hardware and can not affect the battery life. You agree to use it in accordance with Nokia Inc or Nokia CE guidelines for its full use. Nokia Inc and Nokia CE provides that only Nokia Consultants can use the software recovery tool. NO other
persons or companies or unauthorised usage of the software recovery tool will be permitted. 1 Is Nokia Software Recovery Tool available for download to my computer? At this time, the Nokia software recovery tool is only available for download on your Nokia phone. 1 2 How can I determine

Nokia Software Recovery Tool Free

► Works on Windows 7/8/8.1/10 ► Windows Vista compatible. ► It's safe. It only deletes the default apps. It doesn't touch any Nokia backups or Nokia app settings. ► Support Nokia Tilt, Nokia Lasso and Nokia Laser 2. ► Support all Windows Nokia S40-series phones. ► It's easy to use. ► It's professional. ► "Fix for Nokia" means "Fix All," covering all kinds of Nokia
software glitches and faults. Nokia Software Recovery Tool is an advanced yet easy to use application whose main purpose resides in offering you the proper means of overcoming the software difficulties you might come across when using your Nokia phone. It supports Nokia Series 30+, Nokia Series 40, Asha, Nokia Belle and Nokia X platform phones. Accessible
and intuitive usage The program is fairly simple to work with, but the installation process can prove quite a lengthy one, as it has several prerequisites ('Fuse Drivers', 'WinUSB Drivers' and 'Nokia Connectivity Cable Driver') which it is able install on its own, on condition that you offer it confirmation when necessary. In terms of user interface, Nokia Software
Recovery Tool features a clean and straightforward appearance, which will make up for any lack of experience in using such utilities. Swiftly update or resolve your Nokia phone’s software issues After running the tool, you will need to connect your device to the computer using the corresponding USB cable, and wait for the application to scan and read the phone's
details, displaying them in the main window for you to view (name, type, IMEI, version, product code, etc). Before proceeding to any recovery operation, you are strongly advised to first create a backup of your phone's contents, as it will erase any data you have on it, meaning you run a serious risk of no longer being able to retrieve them. Nokia Software
Recovery Tool aims to offer you a method of repairing the regular problems that your device can run into, by addressing the common issues faced by such phones. This way, you no longer need to resort to a technician to fix it, as you can take care of it at home, from in front of your PC, the entire operation taking about fifteen minutes in total. A handy app for
quickly fixing Nokia mobiles’ software glitches All in all, Nokia Software Recovery Tool proves to be a useful and simple to understand utility that b7e8fdf5c8
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Description: This software provides Nokia software recovery. For Windows users, it is a program that you can use to recover your phone data and solve the problems like Nokia boot screen or white screen with blue noise when using Nokia mobile phone. This software is a professional software and can solve Nokia Mobile's software trouble within minutes. This
software can also backup Nokia Music, Contacts, SMS and Videos to your computer. You just need to use this software without hesitation and your problem would be fixed. Key Features: ● Quickly and easily solve the problems on your Nokia Phone like White screen with blue noise or Nokia boot screen. ● Backup your phone data and save the data as an image
file with password. ● This software can backup Nokia music and contact together with your phone's photos. ● Recover deleted contacts, texts and photos as you want. ● Backup and save your phone's applications. After using this Nokia Software Recovery Tool, you will have no more worries about using your Nokia phone. Simply connect your device to your PC
and let the program help you fix the issue on your handset, without the need to be a specialist in computer technology. Description: Fix Nokia Lumia 1520 If you got Nokia Lumia 1520 with the screen problem. This software can help you solve the problem.This software is update.Nokia Lumia 1520 Support Windows 8,8.1,10.Nokia Lumia 1520 Support Nokia Lumia
520,Nokia Lumia 525,Nokia Lumia 530,Nokia Lumia 540,Nokia Lumia 535,Nokia Lumia 620,Nokia Lumia 625,Nokia Lumia 630,Nokia Lumia 735,Nokia Lumia 730,Nokia Lumia 830,Nokia Lumia 1520,Nokia Lumia 520,Nokia Lumia 525,Nokia Lumia 530,Nokia Lumia 540,Nokia Lumia 535,Nokia Lumia 540,Nokia Lumia 620,Nokia Lumia 625,Nokia Lumia 630,Nokia
Lumia 735,Nokia Lumia 830 and Lumia 930.Nokia Lumia 810 and Nokia Lumia 930.Nokia Lumia 520,Nokia Lumia 530,Nokia Lumia 540,Nokia Lumia 535,Nokia Lumia 620,Nokia Lumia 625,Nokia Lumia 630,Nokia Lumia 735,Nokia Lumia 810,Nokia Lumia 930,Nokia Lumia 1520 and other models. Fix Nokia Lumia 520 For Nokia Lumia 520 users who use Windows OS.
If the screen will

What's New In Nokia Software Recovery Tool?

Nokia Software Recovery Tool is an advanced yet easy to use application whose main purpose resides in offering you the proper means of overcoming the software difficulties you might come across when using your Nokia phone. It supports Nokia Series 30+, Nokia Series 40, Asha, Nokia Belle and Nokia X platform phones. Accessible and intuitive usage The
program is fairly simple to work with, but the installation process can prove quite a lengthy one, as it has several prerequisites ('Fuse Drivers', 'WinUSB Drivers' and 'Nokia Connectivity Cable Driver') which it is able install on its own, on condition that you offer it confirmation when necessary. In terms of user interface, Nokia Software Recovery Tool features a
clean and straightforward appearance, which will make up for any lack of experience in using such utilities. Swiftly update or resolve your Nokia phone’s software issues After running the tool, you will need to connect your device to the computer using the corresponding USB cable, and wait for the application to scan and read the phone's details, displaying them
in the main window for you to view (name, type, IMEI, version, product code, etc). Before proceeding to any recovery operation, you are strongly advised to first create a backup of your phone's contents, as it will erase any data you have on it, meaning you run a serious risk of no longer being able to retrieve them. Nokia Software Recovery Tool aims to offer you
a method of repairing the regular problems that your device can run into, by addressing the common issues faced by such phones. This way, you no longer need to resort to a technician to fix it, as you can take care of it at home, from in front of your PC, the entire operation taking about fifteen minutes in total. A handy app for quickly fixing Nokia mobiles’
software glitches All in all, Nokia Software Recovery Tool proves to be a useful and simple to understand utility that can successfully help you take care of your Nokia phone by yourself, with minimal effort entailed throughout the process. If you have a Lumia smartphone running Windows Phone 8.0/8.1 or Windows 10, you have to use Windows Device Recovery
Tool instead Windows 7: Everything You Need To Know About Dual Booting Vista and Windows 7 Learn all about dual booting
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System Requirements For Nokia Software Recovery Tool:

- Pentium 4 1.6 GHz - 2 GB RAM - 2x ATI X850XT - 1024x768 resolution Windows 95 / 98 / Me Windows 2000 Linux Tested on OpenSUSE 8.1 and Ubuntu 8.10 OS X Tested on Panther and Tiger Display Driver: The ATI X850 XT is capable of displaying the full range of color, including 256-color True Color and 24-bit Color. There is an additional
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